In this note we establish a necessary and sufficient condition for a lattice to be Hausdorff in its complete topology, namely that every net in the lattice has an order convergent subnet. An immediate consequence of this result is that if a lattice is Hausdorff in its complete topology then the lattice is compact and Hausdorff in its order topology and in fact the two topologies are the same. This last result is a partial resolution of a conjecture offered by this author [l].
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I. Definitions and results. By a complete subset C of a lattice L we shall mean a nonempty subset ColL such that for each nonempty subset S ol C, S possesses both a supremum s and an infimum t in L, and furthermore, both 5 and t are in C.
For any nonempty subset A of a complete lattice L let A « denote the smallest complete subset of L containing A, i.e., A" = C\{M: M D A and Mfis a complete subset of L}.
It is easily seen that \M« = VA, and t\A* = l\A.
For a net {*"} in a lattice L we define lim sup{xa} = AaA {xb: b^a} and lim inf {xa} = VaA {xb: b^a}. If lim sup{xa}=lim inf{x0}=x, we say that the net {xa} order converges to x. A subset C of L is called order closed if no net in C order converges to a point outside of C. The collection of order closed sets comprises the closed sets for some topology for L. We call this topology the order topology and shall designate it by 0(L). The following results concerning the order topology are known:
1. If a net order converges to a point x in L then the net topologically converges to x with respect to the order topology.
2. If L is compact in its order topology then L is complete. For any lattice L, the smallest topology for L in which the complete subsets of L are closed is called the complete topology for L and is designated by K(L). Several of its interesting properties have been studied by this author [l] . We are concerned with the following results:
1. Every lattice is compact in its complete topology. 4. If L is complete and {x"} is a net in L which converges to a point x with respect to the complete topology then lim inf {xa| 2Í* iSlim sup{x"}.
For any topological space A a net {x"} in A is called a universal net if it is eventually in or eventually outside of any subset of X. It is well known that every net has a universal subnet [2] . The following properties concerning universal nets are obvious:
1. A space X is compact iff every universal net in X converges. 2. A is Hausdorff iff no universal net in X converges to more than one point.
ILA theorem about the complete topology. Lemma 1. Let {xa} be a universal net in a complete lattice L with the complete topology K(L). Then for any xEL, {xa} converges to x iff xEf\a{xb: b¡ta}".
Proof. Suppose that {xa} converges to x. Then for any c in the domain of {x0}, {xa} is eventually inside the closed set {xb:b^c}q. We conclude that x£ {xb: b^c}". Hence xEC\a{xb: b^a} q. Now suppose that {x0} does not converge to x. Then there exists a complete subset C of L such that x is not in C and {x"} is not eventually in the complement of C. Therefore by the universality of {xa}, {xa} is eventually in C. Hence there exists a d in the domain of {x"} such that {xy.b^d} EC. Since C is complete, {xb:b^d}qEC. We conclude that x£n<,{xi,: b^a} q. 
Proof, a. (1) implies (2).
If L is Hausdorff in its complete topology then L is complete. Let {x"} be a universal net in L. Then by Lemma 1 there exists an element x in L such that }x} = no{x¡,: b^a}q. Applying Lemma 2 we obtain lim sup {xa} =V{x} =x = A{x} = lim inf {x"}. Therefore {x"} order converges to x.
b. (2) implies (3).
This is a direct consequent of the fact that every net has a universal subnet.
c. (3) implies (1).
If every net has an order convergent subnet then L is compact in its order topology and hence L is complete. Let {xa} be a net in L with order convergent subnet {y¡,}. If {y&} order converges to x we have that lim sup{y¡,} =x = lim inf {y&}. Therefore {yb} converges to one and only one element of L with respect to the complete topology, namely x. We conclude that every net has a subnet which converges to at most one point in the complete topology. Therefore L is Hausdorff in its complete topology.
Corollary
4. If a lattice L is Hausdorff in its complete topology then 1. L is compact in its order topology. 2. The order topology and the complete topology for L coincide, i.e., the order closed subsets of L may be described as intersections of finite unions of complete subsets of L.
Proof. (1) follows trivially from Theorem 3. Since K(L)EO(L), the identity map of L with its order topology onto L with its complete topology is continuous. Since L is compact in its order topology and Hausdorff in its complete topology, the identity map is a homeomorphism.
Theorem 3 and Corollary 4 relate the structures of the complete topology and the order topology of a lattice. We may restate these propositions in terms of the structure of the lattice itself.
Let x and y be distinct elements of a lattice L. A finite collection G of complete subsets of L will be called a complete separation of x and y if 6 covers L and if for each CEQ il xEC then y EC We shall say that L has the complete separation property if there exists a complete separation of any two distinct elements of L. 
